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Abstract  

In situations of telecommunication and proximal artistic performance, human groups have engineered 

diverse, ingenious formats of non-voiced auxiliary speech: (i) modulating the vocal tract to enhance 

selected acoustic features of a sound source alternative to the vocal cords; or (ii) adapting musical 

instruments to simulate aspects of the spoken phonetic signal. Both types of “surrogate language” 

(Nketia 1971) employ techniques of “speech abridgment” (Stern 1957) and coin novel “acoustic 

icons” (Sebeok & Umiker-Sebeok 1976). Auxiliary speech phenomena attest nonliterate traditions of 

text transmission and implicit mental capacities of natural language processing. This chapter provides 

a comparative view of these traditional special speech types worldwide. It shows that their various 

expressions depend on (a) the acoustic nature of the modified speech form, (b) the grammar of the 

base language, (c) the expertise of the performers, (d) but also whether they imitate spoken dialogues, 

declamative verbal arts or musical sung forms of speech. Case studies explore more details in the 

second part of the chapter. 

 

Keywords: surrogate speech, acoustic iconicity, auxiliary speech, instrumental speech, whistled 

language, drummed language, talking drum, musical surrogacy, whistled speech, music language 

relation. 
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24.1 Introduction 

Human groups of all inhabited continents of the planet have developed diverse traditional unvoiced auxiliary 

speech modalities, whether by modulating the vocal tract or by substituting a musical instrument. These 

special speech forms represent a way to adapt human spoken and sung speech modes for long-distance 

communication and public announcing, or for verbal art. They still express a local spoken language, but in a 

modified acoustic form. Such auxiliary speech modes occur with languages of diverse phonetic and 

morphological type. They exploit the adaptability and flexibility of human languages by transforming some 

selected linguistic features of speech into sounds that do not use the voice as a source1 but that have notable 

advantages for propagation in natural environments (telecommunication) or for the production of 

esthetical/musical effects (verbal art). These acoustic signals are as diverse as whistles (e.g., ‘whistled 

speech’), drumbeats (e.g., ‘talking drums’) or musical notes and timbres produced with various types of 

traditional musical instruments. They can be observed not only in ‘endangered’ settings, where rural 

lifeways still resist the pressures of encroaching industrial economy, but also in urban mass movements of 

ethnic cultural revitalization. 

 

A small sample shows that the phenomenon is quasi-universal: 

West and central Africa—with a large panel of musical instruments + whistled forms (Labouret 

1923, Carrington 1949, Pepper 1950, 1954, Nketia 1963, 1971, Sebeok & Umiker-Sebeok 1976, 

Locke & Agbeli 1981, Zemp & Soro 2004, Kawada 2014, Winter 2014, McPherson 2018).   

 

East and southern Africa— with some types of musical instruments + whistled forms 

(Wedekind 1983, Fournel 2002, Dargie 2007, 2011). 

 

Europe and North Africa—whistled forms (Busnel et al 1962, Busnel 1967, 1970, Cañadas & 

Jimenez 1992, Charalambakis 1994, Meyer et al. 2015, Ridouane et al 2018) 

 

Central and North America—whistled forms (Cowan 1948, 1972, Ritzenhaler & Peterson 1954, 

Voorhis 1971, Busnel 1974, Meyer 2015, Sicoli 2016).  

 

South American Amazon— with several types of musical instruments + whistled forms 

(Whiffen 1915, Izikovitz 1935, Thiesen 1969, Everett 1983, Hill 1993, Beaudet 1997, Mindlin et 

al. 2001, Ermel 2004, Franchetto & Montagnani 2011, Moore & Meyer 2014, van der Voort 

2016). 

 

Southeast Asia—with a large panel of musical instruments + whistled forms (Stern 1957, Catlin 

1982, Busnel et al 1989, Poss 2005, 2012, Meyer 2007) 

 

Oceania— with several types of musical instruments + whistled forms (Snyders and 

Haudricourt 1968, Schefold 1973, Niles 2010, Persoon and Schefold 2017).  

                                                 
1 Excluded from consideration here are speech enhancements that keep primary acoustic features intact: traditional voice modifiers 

in which spoken and sung texts are still produced with vocal cords and are further transformed by the use of external instruments – 

e.g., gourd or wooden instruments, coconut or conch shells… (see Niles 2010). Excluded also are secondary representations like 

Morse code or other ‘lexical ideographs’ that lack phonetic resemblance to spoken language (Stern 1957, Zemp & Kaufmann 

1969). 
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Figure 24.1. Composite photo of whistler/flute/aerophone/chordophone/log ‘drum’/‘talking drum’, different techniques 

used to transform speech in auxiliary speech forms. Upper row, left: whistling in El Hierro Island whistled Spanish (Canary 

Islands, see also Figures 24.3 and 24.6). Upper row, right: flute used among the Gavião of Rondônia (Brasil) to emulate song 

lyrics (see also Figures 24.2 and 24.10). Middle row, left: mouth arch played by Gavião women of Rondônia (Brasilian Amazon) 

to utter courtship songs. Middle row, right: ensemble of three bamboo ‘clarinets’ used to sing in Gavião language (see also Figure 

24.9). Lower row, left: double hollow log drums played by the Bora/Miraña people of West Amazon to send spoken messages to 

distant villages or villagers (Peru/Colombia) (see also Figure 24.7). Lower row, right: Yorùbá dùn-dún ‘talking drum’ used to 

recite proverbs and pass messages to a large audience in Nigeria. (Photos: Julien Meyer/Laure Dentel. All Rights Reserved). 

 

Auxiliary speech can emulate spoken/sung fundamental frequency and/or acoustic resonance, as well 

as speech-specific rhythmic patterns to encode phonetic/phonological properties, morphosyntax and 

conversational turn-taking (Nketia 1971, Busnel & Classe 1976, Winter 2014, Sicoli 2016, Ridouane et al 

2018, Seifart et al 2018, Dentel & Meyer 2020, Meyer & Moore 2021, James 2021). One notable common 

characteristic of auxiliary signals is that they are not as polyvalent and malleable as the spoken voice 

modulated by the vocal tract. The nature of the linguistic features emulated this way and the degree of 

precision with which they are rendered by each auxiliary practice depends on various criteria. These include 

the type of signal used to modify/emulate speech, their production mode, the grammar of the base language, 

the expertise of the performers, but also whether they imitate spoken or sung forms of speech, or whether the 

auxiliary speech type serves for dialogues, public announcements, or verbal art performances.  

As a result, some speech surrogates diverge from the surface realization of a base utterance and instead 

encode more abstract features of the phonology of the language (as described for example in Ewondo 

Drumming (Neeley, 1999) or Sambla Balafon (McPherson, 2018)), whereas others rather emulate some 

aspects of the surface form (such as found in oral whistled speech traditions (Meyer 2021) or in Gavião 

various musical instruments; see Section 24.3.2.3). The next sections of this article propose a general 

overview of the different acoustic and perceptual strategies guiding the speech modifications at play in the 

vocal-to-auxiliary transformations characterizing these special speech forms (Section 24.2); and next, 

detailed case studies from languages of Africa, Europe, and Latin America (Section 24.3). 
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24.2 Modalities, strategies and goals of auxiliary speech 

In principle, any sound-producing technique alternative to vocal cords can be used for the purpose of the 

auxiliary speech forms reviewed here (see examples in Figure 24.1). Articulation techniques bifurcate as 

follows: 

Vocal tract modulation. A primary acoustic source substituting the vocal cords resonates in the 

vocal tract of the speaker/player who modulates with gestures approaching articulation of spoken 

words and sentences. The source might be whistling compressed airstreams through the lips, 

teeth and hands or various instrumental acoustic generators placed between the lips or inside the 

mouth: a leaf, a ‘jew’s-harp’ lamellophone, the strings of a hunting bow or a tube zither or even 

insect wings (Arom 1970, Cowan 1972, Bonhomme 2014, Busnel 1974, Busnel et al 1989, 

Meyer 2007, 2015, Yegnan-Touré 2008, Niles 2010, Moore & Meyer 2014; Nikolsky 2020, 

Meyer & Moore 2021).  

 

Full musical surrogacy. A non-somatic sound source is coopted both as acoustic generator and 

modulator. In an enabling context, virtually any musical instrument can ‘talk’ this way: not just a 

two-head hourglass membranophone with variable pitch - so-called ‘talking drum’ - but also a 

bala xylophone, log idiophone, bell or gong, horn or wooden whistle, flute, mouth organ or 

bamboo clarinet (Eboué 1935, Ritzenthaler & Peterson 1954, Pepper 1950, 54, N’Guessan, 

2020; Niagoran-Bouah 1980, Catlin 1982, Pacere 1987, Hill 1993, Zemp & Soro 2004; Zemp 

2005, Macpherson 2018, N’Guessan 2020, Meyer & Moore 2021, Akínbọ̀ 2019, 2021), or a 

chordophone like the Ethiopian kar guitar or the Akan serepewa lute (Wedekind 1983, Nketia 

1994).  

 

Inherent phonetic redundancies of spoken modal speech permit some features of natural language to 

be elided and others enhanced or simulated depending on the goal: either to boost signal strength for 

spontaneous communication in constrained acoustic environments or to heighten the esthetics of 

performance by retrieving fixed (proverbial, lyrical) texts from collective memory. Distant dialogue between 

hunters, shepherds or hill agricultors is most often achieved by whistling, while drums are the most widely 

used instruments of one-way public broadcast. 

The importance of perceived pitch (the perceptual attribute of F0, ‘fundamental frequency’) in all 

these functions is unsurprising given its central role in whistles and in most musical instruments, as well as 

its key role in the evolution of vocal learning by many species including our own (Ohala 1984, Fitch 2010), 

but another possible target of emulation is vocal timbre - the distinct Gestalten of vowel and consonant 

quality (and perceptual attribute of the whole frequency spectrum). Consequently, both segmental and 

suprasegmental aspects of spoken speech are generally transposed, but in different proportions, depending of 

various factors. Our current knowledge of systems emulating speech with musical instruments - and thus 

systems that are not based on orally modulated somatic whistles - suggests that they overwhelmingly 

develop in ‘tonal’ languages (Sebeok & Umiker-Sebeok 1976, Bagemihl 1988, Seifart et al 2018), although 

exceptions exist. Indeed, a few drummed practices concern ‘non-tonal’ languages (e.g., Snyders and 

Haudricourt 1968, Schefold 1973, Winter 2014, Wojtylak 2019), whereas orally modulated jew’s harp 

practices are rather evenly distributed between ‘tonal’ and ‘non tonal’ languages (Nikolsky 2020) (just as 

what happens for speech transposition in whistles; Meyer 2015). 

Pitch and timbre are controlled rather independently through their acoustic correlates in the human 

vocal tract for spoken speech production, and they are separable in speech perception (Fant 1960, Risset 

1968, Stevens 1998). Few musical instruments manipulate pitch and timbre autonomously and most of them 

use only one of these perceptual frequency levels as a target for speech emulation. For example, whistles 

and flutes are based exclusively on pitches to encode speech information (see Figures 24.2 and 24.3), 
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whereas several types of drums such as Bendré skin drums, are based on unpitched sounds (Kawada 2014, 

and see Figure 24.4). 

The choice of pitch versus timbre as primary target in the vocal-to-auxiliary transformation is thus 

mediated by: (1) acoustic limitations of the auxiliary production mode (as just mentioned); but also (2) the 

role of intonation in the language (for instance, ‘tonal’ languages clearly deploy pitch for lexical meaning 

more than ‘non-tonal’ ones); and (3) the type of speech that is emulated (sung vs. spoken) because song 

lyrics emphasise particularly pitch through the musical melodies. Finally, this choice yields four possible 

configurations:  

 

Vocal timbre => auxiliary timbre. For instance, the vowels and consonants of a ‘non-tonal’ 

language are signaled with a jew’s-harp while preserving the same oral articulatory gestures that 

shape the resonance spectra of primary speech (Nikolsky 2020). Vocal timbre can also be 

imitated external to the body with hand and/or stick attacks on a drum like the Wolof single-head 

sabar (Ros 2021), the Duala slit-log ‘drum’ (Schneider 1952, see Figure 24.5) and the Yorùbá 

lead bàtá drum (Section 24.3.2.2 below). 

 

Vocal pitch => auxiliary timbre. Spoken pitch is emulated by varying the timbre of the auxiliary 

technique. Here, the spectral distribution of the auxiliary timbre mimics the changes of spoken 

pitch. For example, this occurs when spoken F0 contours in ‘tonal’ languages are imitated with a 

jew’s-harp by modifying the oral mouth shape (Poss 2012, Nikolsky 2020), or else evoked 

external to the body by contrasting drum attacks as in Gùn-gbè and Mooré traditions (Rouget 

1964, Section 24.3.2.1 below; see also Kawada 2014, Dentel and Meyer 2020, and an example 

in Figure 24.4). 

 

Vocal timbre => auxiliary pitch. For example, when spoken vowel qualities, controlled by oral 

mouth shape, are transposed in whistled forms of ‘non-tonal’ languages (Meyer 2015, 2021, and 

see explained examples in Figures 24.3 and 24.6).  

 

Vocal pitch => auxiliary pitch. This is the most widespread strategy that consists in a direct 

prosodic correspondence. It is found when pitches produced by musical instruments emulate 

speech prosody encoded in spoken pitch (e.g., Nketia 1971, Hill 1993, van der Voort 2016, 

Seifart et al. 2018, Meyer and Moore 2021, and see Figure 24.2, lower row), but also when F0 

contours of a ‘tonal’ language are imitated by whistling (Cowan 1948, Moore & Meyer 2014, 

Figure 24.2, middle row). 
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Figure 24.2. Waveforms and spectrograms of the sentence “jaá pavíjíá” (meaning “Let’s go to bathe” in the Gavião language of 

Rondônia, Brasil) uttered in spoken speech (upper row, Audio 24.1), in whistled speech with lip protrusion (middle row, Audio 

24.2), and with the flute as in traditional flute songs (lower row, Audio 24.3) (listen also to sound extracts in 

https://soundcloud.com/user-28976943/sets/sounds-in-meyer-manfredi-2023). The blue line on the spectrogram of spoken speech 

represents the extracted F0, highlighting the surface tonal line of speech. This figure illustrates two cases of pitch-to-pitch 

emulation (from the F0 of spoken speech either to mouth modulated whistles or to flute whistled pitches). The singing flute form 

in Gavião language uses an alternative flattened encoding of spoken pitches, which preserves relations between consecutive tones, 

as described in Meyer and Moore (2021). 

 

Figure 24.3. Waveform and spectrogram of the whistled (upper row) and spoken (lower row) forms of the Spanish sentence 

“Emiliano ven pa’ bajo” [emiliano ben pa βaxo] meaning “Emiliano come down”, where “pa’ bajo” is the fast speech fusion of 

“para bajo”, i.e., an allegro version. The x-axis of the whistled and spoken forms are not at the same scale because the respective 

whistling tempos are relatively slower. Whistling as produced here by a traditional whistler (Emiliano Fernandez Armas, from El 

Hierro Canary Island) relies on over-articulations and lengthening—mostly vowels—to ensure long distance transmission of the 

signal. While being a frequency simplification of the spoken acoustic signal, the whistled form is mirroring different phonetic 

aspects of modal speech: vowels are the most stable parts of the signal and different qualities are whistled at different frequency 

ranges (typically /i/ higher than /e/ higher than /o/). They are modulated by coarticulation with consonants and their whistled 

frequency may sometimes be influenced by stress (see for example the frequency of /a/ in /ba/ higher than the /a/ in /pa/). Listen to 

sound extracts in Audio 24.4 or https://soundcloud.com/user-28976943/sets/sounds-in-meyer-manfredi-2023.  
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Figure 24.4. Spectrogram of a sentence drummed on the single-membrane Bendré drum of the Mossi people of Burkina Faso (the 

sentence is “wẽnd tẽntumd dolle”, see Kawada (1985, 1996) for text transcription with corresponding tone categories (H-L-H-H-

H) in the Mooré language). The 5 strikes correspond to the 5 syllable nuclei (the first strike is around 0.25 sec). The ending strike 

is special and does not code the H spoken tone, it is rather played with an emphasis on low partials to mark the end of the 

sentence, as often in this tradition (see Kawada 1996). The 1st and the 3rd strikes are of the same type and encode/emulate H tones. 

For these two, the beat on the drum activates simultaneously metal rings of which we see the partials. Drummed beats are 

inharmonic and some are without any pitch such as the ‘Slap’ of the penultinian strike, which also encodes/emulates a H tone. The 

2nd strike makes an emphasis on low partials and encodes/emulates a Low tone [Adapted from Dentel and Meyer 2020]. 

 

 

The choice between spoken timbre and pitch as targets emulated in auxiliary modality is not 

necessarily exclusive. For example, all experts of the Duala log ‘drum’ (idiophone) contrast low/high pitch 

by striking thick/thin wood lips of the drum respectively, but some players also encode vowel quality in 

parallel: “My most accurate informant drummed in such a way that the vowels e and i were struck at the 

outside of the lip (of the drum), a at the edge and u and o in the outer part” (Schneider 1952: 672, Figure 

24.5 below). Note that in this case, the spoken closed vowels /i/ and /e/ share a somehow similar – rather 

acute - organization of their harmonics as amplified in the front oral part of the mouth (emulated by a high 

note of the beat played by striking at the very end of the drum-slit). This contrasts with /o/ and /u/ which 

emphasise lower partials in the voice (played further away from the slit-edge). Interestingly, this kind of 

emulation of vowel qualities follows similar frequency similarities as when vowels are whistled in non-tonal 

languages (see Figures 24.3 and 24.6). 

 

 

Figure 24.5. Schematized Duala log ‘drum’ producing low pitch (thick edge on left) and high pitch (thin edge on right). Above 

each lip are marked locations where a skilled drummer distinguishes three vowel timbres (oral ‘heights’) [Adapted from Schneider 

1952, 676].  
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The acoustic constraints and limitations of auxiliary speech can be compensated semiotically by 

boosting information redundancy in several ways (cf. Jakobson 1960, Shannon 1948). A musical instrument 

can call a fixed text from memory; a short word songe ‘moon’ can be replaced with a longer, less ambiguous 

songe li tange la manga ‘the moon looks down on the earth’ (Carrington 1949); and information can be 

framed in a sequential template of opening>addressee-name>message-type>message-content>closing. 

Memorized fixed texts are common in auxiliary speech forms based on verbal arts relying on song lyrics, 

proverbs, or poems (e.g., Kawada 1985, 2014, Locke and Agbeli 1987). Framing sentences and enphrasing 

words generally compensate for the very reduced acoustic distinctiveness of log drums, instruments 

commonly chosen for sending public long-distance messages – to call someone, ask for something, organize 

an event (as was well described for Kele language (Carrington 1949), Bulu (Alexandre 1967), Banda Linda 

(Cloarec-Heiss 1999), and Bora (Seifart et al 2018)). Whistling speech generally enables more acoustic 

distinctiveness than log drums and whistled forms of words are rarely enphrased. Still, a whistler can 

substitute a synonym with a stronger syllabic pattern, e.g., Spanish abrigo ‘coat’ > chaqueta ‘jacket’ (Diaz 

2017). Whistled sentences also tend to be simple with single proposition utterances and few conversational 

repairs to help regulate this constraint (Sicoli 2016, Diaz 2017). A whistled message can open with a 

‘phatic’ call aaaa or oye in Canary Island Spanish, oooo in Pyrenean Bearnese or a rising tone in Moroccan 

Tamazight (Busnel and Classe 1976, Trujillo 1978, Rialland 2005, Diaz 2017, Meyer et al. 2021). 

 

There is a marked difference between imitating modal spoken speech vs. sung speech, even when the 

two tasks are accomplished by the same instrument in the same language (e.g., Seifart et al. 2018). Talking 

and singing with a same instrument can be robustly distinguished in performance thanks to rhythmic and 

melodic cues like gross repetition, canonical ‘tonal’ patterns and vibrato that are more present in singing 

(Meyer 2015, Nikolsky 2020, Meyer & Moore 2021) but also thanks to fine acoustic microstructures 

(Dúrójayé et al. 2021). Whistlers of many cultures can actively switch between ‘speaking’ and ‘singing’ 

modes, as can players of Asian jew’s-harps, Amazonian log idiophones and West African drums and bala 

xylophones (Nketia 1963, Thiessen 1969, Meyer 2015, Seifart et al. 2018, MacPherson 2019, Nikolsky 

2020, Meyer & Moore 2021). 

Perhaps it should not be surprising that musical performance is routinely employed for auxiliary 

speech in traditions where, conversely, the rhythms and melodies of musical performance directly emulate 

the cadences of spoken text . As the texts are often ancient and may refer to traditional myths and belief, a 

subset of this music is based on archaic forms of the local language (e.g., Kawada 1985, Marsh 2013, Meyer 

and Moore 2021, and see an example in Figure 24.9). This adds difficulty but also interest to the analysis, 

promoting approaches taking historical linguistics into consideration. 

The influence of texts is not uniform in such practices: some musical styles related to auxiliary speech 

are fully based on texts (Kawada 1985, 2014, Dentel and Meyer 2020), whereas others intersperse syllables 

without meaning or musical series of notes with no corresponding vocables (Meyer and Moore 2021, 

Dúrójayé et al. 2021). In other cases, only a few words are emulated while the rest is music without 

underlying speech (for example names in some Kuikuro flutes of the Xingu park in the Amazon; see 

Franchetto and Montagnani 2011). Another example of text/no-text shifts is illustrated by the Yorùbá and 

Ìgbo masked dancers simulating dead ancestors who can consciously shift from melodically modulated 

music without underlying speech to musical surrogate speech (Adédé.jì 1972, Babáyẹmí 1980, Ùgońnà 

1984). Note that many languages with speech surrogate practices, such as Yorùbá and Ìgbo, lack a direct 

translation for English ‘music’ — a “discursive… historical and cultural” label that has no generally agreed 

intensional definition (Cross 2012) — and default instead to metonyms like ‘song’ (Yorùbá orin, Ìgbo ábù)̣, 

‘dance’ (Yorùbá ijó), ‘drum’ (Yorùbá ìlù, Ìgbo ńkwa) or ‘play’ (Ìgbo égwu), cf. Bán̅jọ (1991, 164). These 

adjacent concepts illuminate the relationships between music and other domains of thought and behavior by 

referring to circumstances of use, including language.  
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24.3 Case studies 

Some auxiliary speech examples from the literature further illustrate local adaptations of the aforementioned 

techniques, strategies and goals. In order to cover the main contexts of use, we present two 

telecommunication practices followed by several verbal art musical surrogacy speech modes. Note that 

tonemarking in this part of the manuscript is detailed in a footnote2. 

 

24.3.1 Telecommunication speech forms 

In isolated rural environments, text transmission by whistles and musical instruments extends the distance of 

intelligibility. The limit of shouting—a few hundred meters—is extendable by whistling to a kilometer or 

more in a favorable environment (Busnel & Classe 1976, Meyer 2015, 2020) and by drumming to several 

kilometers (Seifart et al 2018). The greater the distance to reach, the more the acoustic encoding is reduced 

to concentrate energy in powerful sounds that contrast with natural background noise. As mentioned above, 

this reduction in signal complexity entails greater redundancy of the message texts through procedures of 

framing and enphrasing. Conversely, such methods can also be used to conceal information from outsiders, 

and even close dialects may become less mutually intelligible when transposed into the reduced acoustic 

contrasts of whistles or drumbeats (Meyer 2021, Seifart et al 2018). 

 

24.3.1.1 Whistled speech in Spanish (Canary Islands) and Gavião of Rondônia (Brasil) 

Present mostly in isolated forests and mountains which create a strong demand for long-distance 

communication in rural settings because dense vegetation and rough topography often lead to physical 

isolation and constrain spoken communication, whistled speech imposes high performance pressure on the 

                                                 
2 Tonemarking in this manuscript  

For the Niger-Congo languages discussed here, diacritics of ‘tone’ (contrastive F0) are economised by two different conventions 

according to prosodic type: Binary, e.g., Ìgbo. H [ˊ] and L [ˋ] pitches are written syntagmatically: an unmarked syllable copies the 

preceding pitch, and successive H marks are cumulatively downstepped (Christaller 1875, 15, Welmers & Welmers 1968, 

Nwáchukwu 1976, 20). Downstep is an obligatory F0 drop of roughly 10 Hz, phonetically transcribed [!]. Examples: Ìgbo [LL], 

ógologo osisi [HHHH HHH] ‘tall tree’. ógologo aká [HHHH H!H] ‘long arm’. Ternary, e.g. Yorùbá, Gbè. Every syllable is 

paradigmatically either H [ˊ], L [ˋ] or unmarked, with the neutral value M (Siertsema 1958, 583, Akinlabí 1985). In Yorùbá, 

downstep arises at phrasal boundaries and can be marked internal to an orthographic word with the ‘full stop’ punctuation sign [.] 

(Bám̅gbóṣé 1966, Lání.ran 1992). Examples: Yorùbá [MLH], Lání.ran [HH!M]), oló.dù [MH!L] ‘holder of an òdù pot’. 

 

For the Amazonian languages : 

Bora is a two-tone language, i.e., every syllable is associated with either high (H, e.g. bá) or low (L, e.g. bà) tone, which are 

expressed by fundamental frequency pitch contours (Seifart et al 2018).  

In Gavião of Rondônia, there are contrasts between high (marked by an acute accent), low (unmarked) and rising tones (marked 

by a circumflex) and also between short and long vowels (transcribed by sequences of two vowels). Also, some long syllables 

have a floating low tone finally (Moore 1999, Moore and Meyer 2014). In this transcription a grave accent is used on the second 

vowel to indicate long tones which have final floating low tones. Those syllables with an underlying long syllable with a final 

floating low tone trigger a fall in the phonetic level of any immediately following high tone to a mid-level. This lowers the register 

of all following high tones (downstep). If nothing follows the syllable, the floating low tone attaches to the end of the syllable and 

the result is a falling tone. 

 

 

 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2021.674289/full#B32
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whistlers to transmit the meaning of the text. This is the reason why whistled sentences highlight some 

salient features of consonants, vowels and/or tones of spoken languages through which the listeners can 

cognitively reconstruct the message. To maintain a whistling airstream while pronouncing the words, the 

sound source is limited to the front of the vocal tract where a strong air pressure is easier to apply. This 

results in a drastically reduced frequency band in comparison to modal spoken speech. Articulatory 

constraints are thus more restrictive than in whispering or shouting. This limitation imposes a choice 

between pitch and timbre as a primary target in the vocal-to-whistle transformation.  

For a ‘tonal’ language, whistlers transpose the vocal pitch (corresponding to the aforementioned 

category vocal pitch => auxiliary pitch; one example is Gavião language on Figure 24.2 above), otherwise 

the target is vocal timbre (aforementioned category vocal timbre => auxiliary pitch; one example is 

Spanish, see Figures 24.3 and 24.6). The fact that such whistled sounds proceed only from the front/oral part 

of the mouth has notable consequences in terms of surrogacy. 

- While transposing vocal timbre into whistles, speakers-whistlers of ‘non tonal’ languages maintain 

similar oral articulatory gestures for whistled vowels and consonants (even if more limited to sustain 

the whistle). The difference is mainly at the acoustic level, from many spectral frequencies defining 

the vocal spoken timbre to one simple modulated frequency of the whistles. Whistles map only key 

salient acoustic/cognitive cues of the original spoken signal and particularly frequency shapes of 

different speech formants of modal speech. Examples on how the whistles map these formants can be 

seen in Figures 24.3 and 24.6 (details as a function of the vowel type are further explained in Meyer 

2015, Ridouane et al 2019, Tran Ngoc et al 2022). 

- By contrast, people transposing vocal spoken pitch into whistles in tonal languages operate both a 

sound source change and an articulatory transfer from the larynx to the oral cavities. While the 

acoustic transposition is simple (pitch-to-pitch) (Figure 24.2), the articulatory difference is high 

because the dynamics of spoken sounds produced originally in the larynx are now transposed to the 

upper oral cavities. 

 

Moreover, in all languages surveyed, secondary cues are also targeted and whistled speech frequency 

variations may also be partly sensible to stress when it is encoded by intonation (as shown in Figure 24.6, 

see also Diaz 2017). Finally, in any whistling transposition strategy, phonetic reduction imposes a context of 

the conversation but whistlers are still able to exchange complex – not stereotyped – sentences in real 

dialogs (Moles 1970). 

 

  

Figure 24.6. Spanish sentences « ¿ donde estas? ¿vienes a cenar ? », pronounced [dondestas bienes a senar], with the fast speech 

fusion of the two first words based on the same vowel. This whistled extact, meaning where are you ? Do you come for dinner ? 

was recorded with a traditionnal whistler of El Hierro Canary Island who was targeting long distance communication (whistler: 

Emiliano Fernandez Armas). The El Hierro variant of Canarian Spanish is characterized by the pronunciacion of [s] before the end 

of a speech group (differing from most other variants in other islands, e.g., Alvar 1975), which is whistled by a quick frequency 

rise at the end of the word, such as in /estas/. Note that by contrast, the final /s/ of /vienes/ is whistled differently with a flattened 

end, which is the whistled surface manifestation of a slight aspiration (see other examples typical of El Hierro in Diaz 2008). 

Listen to sound extracts in Audio 24.5 or https://soundcloud.com/user-28976943/sets/sounds-in-meyer-manfredi-2023. 
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24.3.1.2 Bora drums (Amazonia) 

Drumming exploits short beats and drummed speech clearly highlights rhythmic cues of speech through 

these beats. Hollow log drums—such as the Manguaré drums of Bora/Miraña people of West Amazon—are 

the most commonly used for telecommunication purposes because of their powerful and very low 

frequencies signals whose long wavelengths travel relatively far. Spoken word-rhythm is copied in drummed 

Bora and different rhythmic units were found as a function of the number of segments (vowels and 

consonants) between two vowel onsets (V-to-V intervals), word internally (see Figure 24.7). Drummed Bora 

also employs sentence framing and word enphrasing (as described in the end of Section 2) as well as 

emulating the pitch of vowels (and thus their tone) (Thiesen 1969, Meyer et al, 2012, Seifart et al, 2018). 

Amplitude levels of drumbeats were found to be fairly constant and thus do not represent potentially 

informative amplitude variations of spoken language. However, drummed high and low tones do display two 

different types of amplitude envelopes with a quicker amplitude decline for high tone beats (higher pitch is 

played on the smaller and less resonating log drum), providing redundant information besides frequency 

heights to identify tones. 

 

  

Figure 24.7. Spectrogram of the drummed Bora phrase /káʔgúnúkòúβú ò áʔʦàkúnè/ ‘I am finishing the cahuana (manioc starch 

drink)’. The bottom rows provide the transcription –in orthography in use locally - but also the segmentation into vowel-to-vowel 

(V-to-V) intervals as well as spoken tone levels (in Bora language, a High tone is written with an acute accent and a Low tone is 

written with a grave accent). [Adapted from Seifart et al 2018]. 

 

 

24.3.2 Verbal arts in musical surrogacy 

Among the large diversity of musical speech surrogacy systems, we chose to first highlight here drummed 

traditions of Africa based on proverbial texts in Gùn-gbè and Yorùbá. They are played on different types of 

skin drums that entail more variability in strokes than log drums used for telecommunication. They offer 

different techniques by which drummed emulations of speech have adapted to constraints of musical 

instruments to encode key phonological aspects of languages. Next, we also present how three different 

musical instruments of the Amazonian Gavião people transform phonetic and phonological features of song 

lyrics into fixed musical notes. Finally, we explore key challenges of surrogate speech and verbal art 

emulation via the Ìgbo òj̣a flute. 
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24.3.2.1 Gùn-gbè drum and its emulation of proverbial texts (Rép. of Benin) 

In his pioneering analysis of drummed speech emulation in Gùn-gbè, Rouget (1964) observed how different 

timbres and amplitude envelopes of complex strokes on a skin drum may accurately represent spoken 

sounds. He proposed “an articulatory musicology” defined as “the description of music in terms of the 

physical motions by which it is produced” (1964, 25) and further conjectured that “…drummed utterances 

can rightly be held to show how speakers sense, if not conceive and in any case interpret the tone system as 

it operates when they are speaking.” (1964, 3). 

This original hypothesis is testable because a drummer’s hands are more easily observed than are the 

hidden muscles of the larynx (Halle & Stevens 1971, Nissenbaum & al. 2002) and also because many oral 

traditions already have narratives which explain how instruments are built and how they should be played 

(e.g., Niagoran-Bouah 1980, Pacere 1987, N’Guessan 2020). 

Comparing musical and linguistic properties of Gùn-gbè proverbial texts simulated on a single-

membrane drum (“générateur unique”), Rouget concluded as follows: 

 

(i)  Contrasts of spoken F0 are not realised as distinct musical notes of different pitches - 

difficult to produce with a single membrane - but as spectral qualities (“timbres”) 

distinguished in three types of strikes. An open hit on the edge has a rich broad harmonic 

spectrum and is associated to the M tones. A muted strike on the edge of the drum 

emphasises high frequency partials of the drum (associated to Gùn-gbè H ‘tones’), whereas 

a muted strike on the center emphasises low frequency partials (associated to L ‘tones’).  

(ii) A spoken syllable with H ‘tone’ or L ‘tone’ is systematically longer than one with M, but in 

drumming the relative duration is reversed as rapid vs. gradual decay of resonance are 

produced by muted vs. non-muted manual strikes.  

(iii) Of Gbè’s three phonetic ‘tones’ H/M/L, L is least intense—has lowest signal strength in 

decibels—in both speech and drumming modes. The drummer strikes L on the center of the 

membrane, versus the edge for H and M. 

 

Rouget’s results are consistent with a theory of acoustic emulation in musical surrogate speech for 

which the target of emulation need not be restricted to fundamental frequency. Instead, the drummer as a 

fluent Gbè speaker can also access a set of other acoustic features sufficient to distinguish Gbè H/M/L in 

both vocal and drummed modes (as summed up in Table 24.1). 

 
Table 24.1.  Rouget’s intensity + duration-based analysis of Gbè oral and drummed auxiliary speech (intensity decay 

dynamics of the envelope correspond to (ii) and max intensity values correspond to (iii)) 

 

 drum articulation drum sound speech sound 

 place manner intensity   steep decay intensity duration 

  H edge muted + + + + 

 M edge non-muted + − + − 

 L center muted − + − + 
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Most surprising in these parameters is the fact that vocal durations associated to tones are reversed in 

the drummed form. Perhaps priority was given to emulating frequency and intensity, or perhaps other timing 

cues are relevant, although Rouget specified that the beat-to-beat duration is not consistent with spoken 

durations in his data. 

Another aspect is asymmetric between vocal and drummed Gbè modalities: the degree of contrast 

between the three tones. Indeed, in the Gbè language group, the F0 contrast between H and non-H ‘tones’ is 

robust, but the M/L distinction fluctuates depending on consonant timbre and syntactic alignment (Ansre 

1961, Sprigge 1967, Smith 1968, Stahlke 1971, Hyman 1973, Capo 1990, Gbètɔ 1995, 2020, Manfredi 

2018, 2020). The spoken data presented by Rouget show this effect: spoken H is approximately 60 Hz 

higher than M, but M is separated from L by 20 Hz at most. However, a different asymmetry appears in 

Gùn-gbè drumming, as the M/L distinction is the clearest one according to the ‘drummed articulation’ 

parameters and to their acoustic expression in frequency, time and intensity (see Table 24.1).  

This might be one of the reasons why Rouget wrote: “… la place qu’on attribue traditionnellement aux 

intervalles se rélèverait peut-être plus grande qu’elle n’est en réalité.” […traditionally more importance is 

perhaps ascribed to pitch intervals than they actually possess.] (1964, 26, cf. 1975, 218, 225). 

Another reason is probably that for him several other aspects could be more fully explored in relation 

to spoken pitch as transposed on drums. He suggested that: 

- spectral qualities of drummed beats could be characterized by the terminology usually 

employed for spoken phonetic features as a function of sonority such as [compact], [checked], 

[tense] (cf. Jakobson & Halle 1956). 

- the ‘tone’ distinctions made in terms of only pitch would profit from a more syntagmatic 

approach in some languages such as Gùn-gbè, that would accomodate other acoustic 

parameters as drums do and as notions such as “intonation” or “accentuation” also do. 

 

A further lesson follows from Rouget’s contribution, namely that it is unreliable to assume a 

traditional analysis of ‘tone’ and apply it mechanically to musical speech surrogacy. Instead, auxiliary 

speech phenomena may highlight in a different way important elements of linguistic pitch analysis. 

 

24.3.2.2 Yorùbá music and its large diversity of speech surrogates (Nigeria)  

From ten Yorùbá-speaking communities, Thieme (1969) recorded surrogate speech by thirteen musical 

instruments spanning six formal genera à la Hornbostel & Sachs (1914)3.  
Genus 1: laced hourglass variable-pitch drum (dùn-dún, two-headed; gán-gan/àpàlà/àdàmò,̣ two-headed, 

smaller than dùn-dún; kẹríkẹrì, two-headed, accompanying bèṃbé;̣ kósó, single-head) 

Genus 2: bàtá are conical two head drums, whipped on the small end with a leather flail 

Genus 3: pegged single-head drum (ìgbìn, “keregidi” [diacritics unknown], ìgbésè ̣lukorigi/lukoogi or 

àgèṛè ̣(cf. Adéoyè 1979, 125, Abraham 1958, 30) 

Genus 4: percussion idiophone (ọmọ owú, anvil hammer) 

Genus 5: plucked idiophone, metal tongues on wood box or split canes on gourd resonator (“molo” 

[diacritics unknown] or àgídìgbo) 

Genus 6: wind instruments (ìpè ‘trumpet’, ekùtù side-blown antelope horn, tíokò bamboo flute) 

                                                 
3 Each local example is identified with the reel number of its audiotape in the UCLA archive 

catalogeth.library.ucla.edu/vwebv/holdingsInfo?bibId=11178: dùn-dún: Ẹdẹ 021, 024, 025, 026, Ìbàdàn 029, Ilé-Ifè ̣044, 046, 

Isundunrin (diacritics unknown] 067, 070, 072, Ìwó 078, 080, Èkó (Lagos) 088, 089, 090; gán-gan/àpàlà/àdàmò:̣ Adó Àwáyè 

017, Ilé-Ifè ̣046, 062, Isundunrin (diacritics unknown) 061, 066, 067, 072; kẹríkẹrì:Abéọ̀kúta 007; kósó : Èjìgbò 061, 027; Adó 

Àwáyè 010; bàtá: Ìbàdàn 029, 031, Ìwó 074, Èkó (Lagos] 088; ìgbìn: Isundunrin (diacritics unknown) 064;;  ìgbésè:̣ Ilé-Ifè ̣047; 

lukorigi/lukoogi or àgèṛè:̣ Ìgàngàn 053, 061; ọmọ owú: Isundunrin (diacritics unknown) 068; molo (diacritics unknown) or 

àgídìgbo: Èjìgbò 027, Ìséỵìn 058, Ìwó 080, Mowolowo (diacritics unknown) 087; ìpè: Ilé-Ifè ̣043, 045, 049; ekùtù: Isundunrin 

(diacritics unknown) 062: Isundunrin (diacritics unknown) 062. 
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Such multiplicity opens possible comparisons of different instruments conveying identical or similar 

texts in one speech community. Matching Yorùbá texts have been elicited in parallel on dùn-dún and bàtá—

two mechanically different drums whose virtuosi however share initiation in àyàn, an Òỵó ̣palace guild 

named after the tree from which these instruments are carved (Àyánkúnlé & al. 1997, Villepastour 2010, 

González & Olúdáre 2022, cf. Abraham 1958, 86, Law 1977). Video 24.1 shows parallel renditions of one 

proverb in two oral and two drummed modalities4 (source: Àyánkúnlé et al. 1997). 

 

transcript: 

A ò ní sí ńbè ̣

We will not be there 

níbi wóṇ gbé ń ṣe orí burúkúkú 

where they're always manifesting bad luck [lit. bad head] 

a ò ní sí ńbè ̣

We will not be there 

[drummed on dùn-dún] 

[drummed on bàtá] 

jajà fífí rídà 

fífi jí fáfá já ti rí fí 

jajà fífí rídà 

[drummed on bàtá] 

[drummed on dùn-dún] 

 

Dùn-dún drums. An expert player masters dùn-dún’s fine pitch control so that it closely matches vocal F0 

contours - including glides (Akínbò ̣2019). Yorùbá has three relative pitches H/M/L as well as predictable 

glides between H and L within a phrase. Contra the ’tone language’ stereotype and the analogy with musical 

scales, Yorùbá H and L are positive articulatory gestures and acoustic targets whereas M only fills in a 

neutral/unspecified/default value (Siertsema 1958, Akinlabi 1985, Connell & Ladd 1990, Láni.ran 1992), 

and this asymmetry of ‘markedness’ arguably carries over into dùn-dún pitch signals. Correlates of oral 

rhythm (e.g., Dúrójáyé et al 2021) and amplitude (e.g., Villepastour 2010) are also measurable in the 

drummed signal of this instrument. For instance, vowel intrinsic intensity is taken into account when 

modulating the force with which the membrane is hit; the syllables containing the high vowels /i/ and /u/ are 

played in a significantly softer manner (lower amplitude), when compared to the surrounding strokes (e.g.  

González and Olúdáre 2022). Despite their rich acoustic cues however, dùn-dún messages still admit radical 

ambiguity outside of a finite, learned textual corpus reinforced by context (Adégbọlá 2003), therefore it's 

mistaken to assert that "[t]he Yorùbá drum languages... do not rely on any hermetic coding process, but on 

the outstandingly cultivated aural sensibility of both drummers and listeners” (González & Olúdáre 2022, 

18). On the contrary, it's easy to meet fluent L1 Yorùbá speakers who frankly confess “N kò gbó ̣ìlù” (I can’t 

parse the drum, referencing either dùn-dún or bàtá), revealing in this way an incapacitating lack of 

familiarity with the repertoire of ritualized utterances. The indeterminacy is illustrated by a famous anecdote 

(Beier 1970, 12f., transcription adjusted): 

 

                                                 
4 https://people.bu.edu/manfredi/Lamidi2.mp4 

 

https://people.bu.edu/manfredi/Lamidi2.mp4
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An illiterate drummer was asked to say This is the Nigerian Broadcasting Service (in English). The 

drummer listened to this phrase… and he produced the tone sequence presented in Figure 24.8, which 

became the Nigerian radio’s signature tune. 

 

  

Figure 24.8. Schematic note annotation showing the rythmic and frequency variations of the drummed production by a 

master drummer of the sentence “This is the Nigerian Broadcasting Service” (in English). 

 

Now, of course the man in the street did not know the origin of the phrase and, looking for a 

meaning in Yorùbá, he came up with the following: 

 

B’Ólú.bàdàn bá kú tal’ó j’oyè? 

If the ruler of Ìbàdàn dies, who is his successor? 

 

Other versions were: 

 

Ó jè ̣’gè ̣dè ̣ dudu, inú n ́ ta bò ̣n-ùn. 

He ate overripe plantains, his stomach swelled up and burst. 

 

Kò sí olòs ̣ì n’íbí, lọ sí’lé ’kejì! 

There are no paupers here, try the next house! 

 

Bàtá drums. The bàtá drums, with fixed membranes, are considered as harder to play and interpret, 

probably because they combine strokes by hand and/or with leather bílálà flail to distinguish two classes of 

vowel qualities and three Yorùbá tones (Láoyè 1959, 10, Rouget 1965, 82, Oyèélámì 1991). The lead (ìyá, 

mother) bàtá drum, less capable than dùn-dún to emulate spoken F0, compensates by controlling different 

frequency spectral distributions – coding drummed timbre - to emulate both spoken pitch and two distinct 

vowel qualities. A universal difference in the acoustic resonance of vowels is exploited: F1 (the first spectral 

formant) is produced much closer to F0 (fundamental frequency) in vowels like [i, u], articulated with strong 

constriction of the vocal cavity, than in more open vowels like [a, e, o] (Stevens 1998, 262-67, cf. González 

& Olúdáre 2022, 11f.). Further evidence for bàtá’s intentional control of timbre is the obligatory use of an 

adhesive compound of indigenous latex (ìda) applied to the center of the larger drumhead so as to dampen 

overtones (M. Kone, p.c.) and reinforce lower partials (this effect can be listened to in Video 24.2; and it 

resembles to muted strike on the center of Gùn-gbè drum associated to L ‘tones’  described by Rouget, see 

24.3.2.1). The bàtá combinatorics include three types of strikes on this larger head of the drum – open, 

muted, slap – used to code respectively low, mid, high tones. Video 24.2 illustrates this acoustic effect of ìda 

latex damper on bàtá large drumhead5 (source: Àyánkúnlé et al. 1997). 

 

                                                 
5 https://people.bu.edu/manfredi/Lamidi1.mp4 

https://people.bu.edu/manfredi/Lamidi1.mp4
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transcript: 

[4 strikes with ìda applied] 

Ẹ mọ́n-ọn gbọ́ nísinìí 

You all listen now 

[4 strikes with ìda removed] 

Iṣé ̣ tí ń… tí a bá tún fi le nísin-ìn-ín 

The work that’s … when we stick [ìda] back on 

[4 strikes with ìda applied] 

A simultaneous strike on the other smaller head of the drum is added to render the distinct spectral 

quality of open vowels. A strike on the smaller head alone is used to code the mid tone in some specific 

contexts. Oyèélámì (1991) published the first explicit mapping of tones and vowel timbres onto these seven 

permutations of bàtá drumstrokes, although that account is idealised, and in performance the drummer may 

add the secondary enhancement of a whip strike on the smaller drumhead for H tone, even to accompany a 

non-open vowel quality (González & Olúdáre 2022, 10). There are also quite frequent speech fusions or 

contractions on the bàtá (mostly resembling normal allegro speech effects or performance haplology of 

adjacent identical phonemes and/or identical pitch). The youngest generation of bàtá maestros have gone 

still further to innovate a transitional type of bàtá (Euba 2011), called omele méṭa (triple omele) bundling 

three mini bàtás together so as to directly emulate F0 to encode tones (H, L, M) in addition to various timbre 

cues corresponding to vowels (closed vowels are performed with a simultaneous strike on the highest pitch 

drum), in this way improving the intelligibility of surrogate speech for popular audiences more accustomed 

to dùn-dún. 

To conclude, studies on the different types of Yorùbá drums presented here show different degrees of 

sound similarities between spoken speech and drum sounds which underlie different speech surrogacy 

systems for the same language. These different drummed surrogacy forms make tangible the same Yorùbá 

language structures (tones and vowel quality) in different ways that adapt to specific instrumental 

constraints. By doing so, they shed light on both the importance of such abstract mental representations of 

linguistic sounds for this language but also on the fact that the means by which such representations are 

expressed can variate and may somtimes be detached from the acoustic correlates on which they rely in 

spoken modal speech. 

 

24.3.2.3 Gavião lyrics emulated with three different musical instruments (Amazonia) 

Instrumental speech exists among the Gaviaõ people of Rondônia with three different types of musical 

instruments employed to emulate song lyrics—a flute, an ensemble of three one-note bamboo ‘clarinets’ 

(Figure 24.1) and a mouth arch (Moore and Meyer 2014). The ensemble of three one-note bamboo reed 

instruments is a specificity of the Amazon, while the flute and the mouth arch are more widespread around 

the planet. The phonetic and phonological nature of the acoustic iconicity which exists between the words of 

the songs and the music played is simply based on the cognitive association between, on one side, the tone 

and syllable length of the Gaviaõ spoken language and, on the other side, the notes played with musical 

instruments. The speech-to-music correspondence is from a spoken pitch line that allows frequency curves 

to an instrumental music line that is based on fixed notes. The pitch line of the surface phonetic form is 

replicated, but only with flat notes, which reflect the relative pitch levels of consecutive syllables in phrases. 

The flattening of the pitch appears to be a response to the constraints of the musical instruments: frequency 

modulations are technically impossible with the bamboo reed ensemble and they are hard to produce with 

the mouth arch and the flute (Meyer and Moore 2021). To teach these flattened melodies of the base spoken 

form, the players use an intermediate form, sung with the voice which also flattens the melody. Flattening 

the phonetics of the linguistic pitch does not hinder, however, the players to render the relative height of a 

syllable in relation to the surrounding syllables (see Figure 24.2 lower line for flutes and Figure 24.9 for 
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bamboo clarinets). For example, the musicians manage to emulate processes expressed as rising/falling 

pitches or downstep tonal effects, which are rendered by relative differences with surrounding flat musical 

notes (see full explanation in Meyer and Moore 2021 and examples in Figures 24.2, 24.9, and 24.10). 

Moreover, these instruments provide another perspective on the linguistic rules followed by spoken pitch in 

the linguistic system of Gavião. An additionnal surprising aspect of surface speech imitation with Gavião 

singing musical instruments is that the results of fast speech fusions, which are far from the underlying 

forms, can be played as flat notes according to the same patterns. 
 

  

Figure 24.9. Simplified charts of the spoken, sung and musical forms of a song played on the totoráp clarinets. The same sentence 

is repeated twice here (meaning “The white skin. The white skin.”). C1, C2, C3 correspond to ‘Clarinet’ 1, 2, 3 as the instrument 

is an ensemble of three one-tone bamboo reed instruments (see Figure 24.1 for a photo). Note here also that the change of voice 

register in the middle of the sung verse is imitated by the instrumentists (delimited by a green line). These are typical musical 

esthetic effects. Another difference with the spoken form is the flat kíìt in the sung and instrumental forms. They still encode the 

relative pitch relations to surrounding syllables and substitute the falling melody of the spoken form [Adapted from Meyer and 

Moore, 2021]. 
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<  > 

Figure 24.10. Simplified charts of the spoken, sung and flute forms of a song extract played on the Gavião kotiráp flute (Here we 

show only the end of a verse meaning “I will lay down with her daughter again” [see and listen to full sentence in Meyer and 

Moore, 2021 from which the present chart is adapted]. Note the tone downstep phonetically expressed in the three forms after kíì 

in kíì káre béá (according to Gavião language descriptions, the syllable kíì ends with a floating low tone that is followed by the 

high tone of the syllable ká, and thus attaches to the following high tone: the combination is realized phonetically as a mid-tone in 

spoken and sung speech, and as a middle note in instrumental speech played with the flute (see Meyer and Moore, 2021, for 

details)). Finally, the verb bósara, translated as “going to bed (retiring to a hammock)” is a lexical item that does not exist in the 

modern Gavião language. 

 

24.3.2.4 Ìgbo ọ̀ja flute (southeast Nigeria) 

The òj̣a is a small three-hole cross-shaped wooden flute producing at least five distinct musical pitches 

(Nwáchuku 1997). It is used to emulate Ìgbo utterances in different contexts such as reciting texts for 

influential people in the community, during life-cycle celebrations (such as weddings), or to address 

invisible participants (for example during dance-mask performances). Carter-Ényi et al. (2021) elicited 16 

Ìgbo praise expressions (áhá òtutu) recorded sequentially in declamatory chanting mode from a male and a 

female speaker then emulated in their presence by a player of the ọ̀ja flute6. The traditional “chanting mode” 

of the flute performed during this video documentation is known to be closer to speaking than the “singing 

mode”, which also exists (Lo-Bamijoko 1987). This enables a rather straightforward analysis of the “speech-

to-music conversion” of the flute (i.e., flute emulation of speech), avoiding various aesthetic effects added in 

the singing mode. In order to be able to compare this practice to the other ones described in the preceeding 

paragraphs, we revisited this set of data, exploring how the flute emulates the pitch melodic line of vocal 

speech7.  Just as for the Gavião flute (Section 24.3.2.3 above), the Ìgbo òj̣a flute proceeds to some 

adaptations in the pitch and rhythmic patterns. Those specificities are either due to instrumental acoustic 

limitations (the flute is less capable of frequency modulation than of producing level pitch) or are related to 

the base chanting speech form which adopts a poetic style. These changes are the occasion to revisit some 

important characteristics of the Ìgbo language and in particular to question why some of them are 

maintained in the instrumental form despite the acoustic abridgment. 
First, the flute versions of the phrases are on average roughly 30 to 40% longer than the vocal ones 

                                                 
6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H5Kzk4YJuCY (from the Africana Digital Ethnography Project, www.africanadept.org) 
7 Given that the tone transcriptions of the corpus in Carter-Ényì et al. (2021) are garbled overall to the point of being unuseable, 

we analysed this excellent set dē novō. 
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(male 1.8 seconds, female 1.9, flute 2.8) with a significant part of the flute duration (~40%) due to the 

extended last note of each phrase played as an emphatic marker of the end of the verses8. Moreover, all but 

two of the texts of this corpus are nominal epithets, i.e., complex noun phrases, a syntactic construction 

entailing numerous downstep junctures in Ìgbo. This reflects the importance of downstep in this language. In 

these conditions, we transcribed the spoken Ìgbo text of the 16 phrases in Welmers’ (1968) tone spelling 

designed to show downstep economically and transparently with the convention that a syllable without a 

tonemark copies the pitch value on the same level of the preceding syllable (see (1) and (2) below for 

examples on two phrases of the corpus). In the adjacent schematic pitch notation, we marked all the 

downsteps with the standard phonetic juncture sign “!” (see also Figures 24.11, 24.12, and 24.13, where 

such pitch annotations correspond to the ones of the spoken form). The flute audibly emulates 14 of the total 

of 22 downsteps present in the linguistically significant pitch contours of this corpus. However, the material 

at hand does not allow us to try to predict which downsteps are omitted by this flute performer. Downstep 

has been extensively analysed in linguistic studies of Ìgbo (Welmers 1970, Éménanjọ 1978a, 2015, 

Liberman & al 1993). Rather than a taxonomic phoneme, it is a syntagmatic relation between H tones 

conditioned by a grammatically imposed prosodic boundary (Clark 1980)9. It is also representable 

analytically as units of syntagmatic “constituency, such as bracketed grids and metrical trees” (Dilley 2005, 

46 cited by Carter-Ényi 2016, 65). Given the significant though imperfect registration of downstep cues 

(14/22) in this ọ̀ja corpus, more controlled examples in future research may hope to discover what 

combination of structural constraints and performance errors explain the omission of some downsteps, and 

whether the resulting discrepancies affect intelligibility. 
Comparing phrases 2 and 7 from the published recordings of Carter-Ényi’s corpus, an instructive 

difference appears, illustrating what we just explained. Phrase 2 has three syntactic constituents informally 

shown by the bracketed literal gloss below. As indicated in the pitch transcriptions, the male and female 

spoken versions have a sequence of six H syllables interrupted by one L syllable (the verb -zù ̣ 

‘feed/nurture’) and two downsteps, whose abrupt drops (of approximately 10Hz or more) are clearly visible 

in the corresponding spectrographic representation (Figure 24.11). Moreover, the female is slower than the 

male and the flute is slower again than the female. The fact that the absolute pitch drops of the downsteps 

are much greater in the flute than in either of the vocal versions presumably follows automatically from the 

technical tuning of the instrument. Despite any difference of modality, however, this example shows that the 

flute can emulate downstep through pitch and does so reliably (see also Himayounfar 2021). 
 

(1) Transcription, gloss and tonal annotation of phrase 2 (see recordings in Figure 24.11): 
 

‘nurturing person’ 

[XP1 ala [XP2 relative clause na-a-zụ [XP3 genitive modifier nnwa ] ] ] 

[XP1 breast [XP2 relative clause that habitually feeds [XP3 genitive modifier child ] ] ] 

spoken male and female:         ála ná-a-zụ̀ ńnwá HH !HHL H!H 

flute (played on 5 levels of notes):                          HH !HHL H!H  

                                                 
8 Note that initial and/or final syllables behave often differently than the rest of the phrase in several other auxiliary speech forms 

such as those based on whistling (Meyer 2015, Sicoli 2016) and drumming (see also Kawada and Jun-Ichi 1996 or Dentel and 

Meyer 2020 and corresponding Fig 24.4 in this article), either for phatic communication or to simply parse the message.  
9 Depending on the abstractness of the framework, downstep is either predominantly or entirely a phenomenon of syntactic 

phrasing, and no credible description of Ìgbo from Green & Ígwè (1963) has failed to note its fundamental importance (albeit 

under the misleading label of “mid tone”; Íkekeọnwụ́ 1982, Ányaanwụ́ 1998; The label “mid tone” was indeed used in the 

pioneering formal Ìgbo grammar but the concept of downstep was present in the rule that “a tone following a mid tone on the 

same [pitch] level is a high tone”; Green & Ígwè 1963, 6f.). 
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Figure 24.11. Waveform and spectrogram of three different pronunciations of the same sentence ála ná-a-zụ̀ ńnwá. Spoken by a 

male (upper left), spoken by a female (upper right), and played with the flute (bottom). The F0 is extracted and shown for the two 

spoken productions (orange line and scale). The pitch simplified notation – with H, L, !H – refers in the three cases to the spoken 

reference. 

 

 

Figure 24.12.  Waveform and spectrogram of three different pronunciations of the same sentence ónye ak gháraghara. Spoken by 

a male (upper left), spoken by a female (upper right), and played with the flute (bottom). The F0 is extracted and shown for the 

two spoken productions (orange line and scale). The pitch simplified notation – with H, L, !H – refers in the three cases to the 

spoken reference. 
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Next consider phrase 7 (2), the only example for which Carter-Ényi et al. (2021) provided a pitch 

track. These authors correctly observed that the flute version is produced with essentially level pitch, 

whereas the pitch of the spoken versions markedly declines (see Figure 24.12). This is in contrast to the 

observations about the beginning of phrase 2, which is also characterized by H tones and a downstep. 

 

(2) Transcription, gloss and tonal annotation of phrase 7 (see recordings in Figure 24.12): 

‘generous person’ 

[XP1 onye [XP2 genitive modifier aka [XP3 relative clause gharaghara] ] ] 

[XP1 person [XP2 genitive modifier hand [XP3 relative clause disburses things around] ] ] 

spoken male and female: ónye aká gháraghara  HH H!H !HHHH 

flute: HH HH HHHH (played on one note, called H here) 

As shown in (2), there are two obligatory downsteps occurring at the internal phrase boundaries. 

Phonetically, pitch drops occur in the spoken forms as downsteps in good standing (more clearly in the 

female than in the male): they are “non-automatic” precisely as defined by Stewart (1965), they are not 

reducible to the universal vocal trend of “back-drop declination” (cf. Connell & Ladd 1990) as Carter-Ényi 

et al. (2021, 3) wrongly suggest10. 

A different but notable other òj̣a characteristic clearly visible in these two phrases is that directly 

adjacent syllable nuclei with the same tone – i.e, vowels or syllabic n and m in Ìgbo – are often assimilated 

in a single flute note, even accross word boundaries (Figures 24.11 and 24.12). The resulting played musical 

note is not systematically longer than for a one syllable note. Moreover, when tones are different, there are 

various possibilities: (i) either to play them differently (see ‘zụ̀ ń’ of phrase 2, played LH on the flute (Figure 

24.11; see also ‘mụó ̣ń’ of phrase 8 in Figure 24.13, played at three different flute pitches), or (ii) to 

assimilate all the adjacent syllable nuclei in a same pitch level (as in ‘rụ ó’ and ‘mụó ̣à’ of phrase 8, see 

Figure 24.13). In the latter case, a subtle compromise is made by the flutist as the resulting level pitch is 

influenced by the different constituent syllables while succeeding to maintain relative pitch differences with 

the other neighboring syllables (as noted also for Gavião flute, see Section 24.3.2.3 above). There is also an 

influence of speech speed as when sentences are short, the pace of pronounciation is slower and less 

assimilations occur in the flute form. As in spoken modal speech, assimilation may create allegro 

phonology: for example, an L that may be converted to a downstep (Williamson 1972, Ígwè 1999, 844, cf. 

Green & Ígwè 1963, 158). 

 

Other interesting aspects in line with results found in other auxiliary speech forms derive from these 

observations:  

- First, the chanting mode employed with the flute relies on a proverbial style that often enphrases 

messages with rather long texts (this further illustrates mentions made in Section 24.2), while several 

words also show that the flute is playing a fuller/longer form than what the common speakers 

produce (for example, the word for child is played ńnwa HH bisyllabic (here pronounced H!H which 

                                                 
10 We are constrained to note that the error of Carter-Ényì et al. (2021) is in describing the linguistic form of this text as “all high 

tone level” (2021, 3), perhaps influenced by the special flat flute line which here omits to mark downsteps with frequency. Note 

that simple all-H sequences in Ìgbo actually rise in pitch, with slope inversely proportional to the length of the span (Liberman & 

al. 1993, 154) and the same is true in Yorùbá (Connell & Ladd 1990, Lání.ran 1992). 
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is to be expected in the phrase 2 context), a rather archaic and irregular form11). 

- Secondly, consecutive syllable assimilations in òj̣a provide novel evidence confirming the relevance 

of structures composed of Vowel-to-Vowel intervals to analyze the complex puzzle concerning 

features embedded in speech. As shown in Section 24.3.1.2, such interval types have already been 

highlithed in drummed auxiliary speech (Meyer et al 2012, Seifart et al 2018, Dentel and Meyer 

2020) besides being increasingly used to analyze rythmic units of spoken modal speech (Ryan 2016, 

Otterbeim et al 2012, Hirsh 2014). Note that previous support for such intervals comes, also, from 

phonetic research on tonal alignment (House 1990).  

- Third, while most consonants are marked by a silent pause, some of them can remain continuous in 

some cases (such as the liquid /r/ and the nasal /n/), in line with other results on whistled tonal 

languages about the transposition of formant-like resonant patterns in consonants (Rialland 2005, 

Meyer 2015). In addition, the òj̣a flute melody also distinguishes syllabic versus non-syllabic nasals 

more clearly than the spoken form and thus clearly highlights syllabic nasals of Ìgbo. Here, these 

syllabic nasals are played as a plain note on the flute, whereas non syllabic nasals are either 

expressed with silent pauses or with a short amplitude dip and eventually a pitch break in the melodic 

line (see examples for n and m in Figures 24.11, 24.12 and 24.13, and listen to more audio examples 

in the corpus for syllabic nasal m12 ). As such, òj̣a lends insights into this important characteristic of 

the Ìgbo language, giving an example of how the alternative phonetic expression of auxiliary speech 

forms may contribute to clarify the analysis of some linguistic structures. 

 

 
 

Figure 24.13. Waveform and spectrogram of the flute speech form of phrase 8, the sentence ò-̣mụ-rụ ólìe, mụó ̣àfọ, mụó ̣

ńkwọ (English litteral translation: ‘person who gives birth on ólìe day, gives birth on àfọ day, gives birth on ńkwọ day’ 

(meaning ‘very fertile woman’)). The line with pitch simplified notation– with H, L, !H below the text  – refers to the 

spoken reference. 

 

The example of òj̣a surrogacy in Ìgbo finally also illustrates more general problems with attempts to 

map from “phonological tones” to pitch targets in nonlaryngeal emulation :  

(i) The operational concept of ‘functional load of tone’ is sometimes assumed as relevant to auxiliary 

speech studies on tonal language (e.g., Bagemihl 1988) based on the fact that tonal contrasts contribute for a 

large part to the pitch line resulting from the emulation at play. However, there are several limitations to this 

approach. First, a functional load quantification requires advanced computing on a large corpus 

representative of the language use, which is extremely rare in lesser described languages (Surendran and 

Niyogi 2006). Next, traditional phonemic theory (e.g., Pike 1948) extracts ‘morphemes’ taxonomically – in 

                                                 
11 At least not the most common form found in the dialect base of Williamson’s Ìgbo dictionary. 

12 For example, the ninth sentence of this corpus (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H5Kzk4YJuCY) - available between 

2min36s and 2min45s - ends with /mma/ (HH bisyllabic and here played H!H, where the first m is syllabic and the second is not 

and thus marked by a silence between the two Highs)  
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advance of systemic grammatical analysis – and defaults in practice to establishing minimal pitch contrasts 

between translated lexical items. In the òj̣a case, this last shortcut yielded a prīmā faciē implausible 

inference “that the functional load of tone in Ìgbo may be higher than that of Yorùbá” (Carter-Ényi et al 

2021, 2), evidently an unintended artefact of also restricting comparison to “disyllable entries”  – effectively, 

translated nouns – and disregarding confounds inherited from incommensurable lexicographical sources 

(Crowther 1842/1913 cited as “Ìbàdàn University 1991” vs. Williamson 1972). Finally, several other speech 

components possibly also influence pitch in speech surrogates of tonal languages, like, for instance, 

intonation, consonant coarticulation or rhythmic cues (see examples in other languages in Foris 2000, Moore 

and Meyer 2014, Rialland 2005, Seifart et al 2018). 

 

(ii) Paradigmatic contrasts in natural languages are realised not in the pristine isolation of minimal pairs 

from which tones are abstracted in structuralist literature, but instead relative to the syntagmatic spans of 

phrasal prosody (Dilley 2005). This is the frame of downstep juncture, a core property of Ìgbo nominal 

phrasing and verbal inflection as shown above, whereas it is relatively marginal in other languages such as, 

for example, Yorùbá (Courtenay 1971, Lání.ran 1992). This difference and the large but partial 

manifestation of downstep in the pitch played on òj̣a flute extends the current typology of musical surrogacy 

realization of downstep showing that it depends not only on acoustic constraints on instruments, but also on 

what kinds of underlying and surface forms are involved in each particular language (Nketia 1994, Akinbo 

2019, McPherson and James 2021, Meyer and Moore 2021, Struthers-Young 2021) 13. 

 

Closer attention to these issues will permit investigation of a question of perennial interest in the literature 

on instrumental auxiliary speech: whether the emulation target is closer to the raw phonetic output of vocal 

production or to a more abstract mental representation of sound structure, or more likely to some practical 

compromise between these idealised extremes, as determined by external performance constraints. 

 

24.4 Summary 

Auxiliary speech practices are the result of the adaptation of human productive and perceptive flexibility to 

several different environmental, cognitive, and linguistic constraints. These secondary speech codes not only 

show how much natural language text can be recovered from greatly reduced acoustic signals, conversely, 

they also lend insight into how the sound-meaning correspondences of the primary spoken languages 

themselves are stored and processed in real time. All together, studies of language channeled through 

different modalities, such as these different auxiliary speech types, shed new light on our general 

understanding of human language and on its relation to ‘music’. They challenge some key concepts of 

linguistics, such as the phonetics–phonology relation, the notion of prosody (for instance, the purely 

prosodic melodic line of whistled speech sometimes encodes primarily formants), and the role of the syllable 

in speech rhythm (they rather highlight the role of V-to V intervals). Crucially, the exploration of this 

phenomenon and the typological comparison of its expression in a diverse set of sound systems and 

languages provide a fruitful scientific lens and natural laboratory through which to question classical 

language descriptions, test linguistic theories, and open new perspectives in language sciences.  

The study of musical auxiliary speech was transformed by Rouget’s hypothesis that this traditional 

skill-set presents precious evidence for the cognitive status of natural language itself. The same point has 

been made of other Kunstsprachen like the Vedic and Homeric poems, developed in nonliterate social 

                                                 
13 Other examples of phrasal downstep in instrumental speech surrogacy include Serepewa lute in Akan (Nketia 1994), Gavião 

instrumental speech forms (Meyer and Moore 2021), Yorùbá dùn-dún (Akinbo 2019), Northern Toussain balafon (Struthers-

Young 2021) and balafon forms of sung Seenku (McPherson and James 2021). 
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settings (Kiparsky 1973), and further examples can be considered: the onomatopoeia of verbal ideophones 

(Awóyalé 1981, 1989) and the melodic/metric matching of text and song (Éménanjọ 1978b, Zhang & Cross 

2021). Each particular case can be expected to combine multiple cognitive connections in indigenous 

‘theories of mind’ in meta-communication and meta-representation (Whiten ed. 1991, Sperber ed. 2000). 
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